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	Flash Web Design The Art of Motion Graphics, 9780735708969 (0735708967), New Riders Publishing, 2000
Flash is the perfect tool for creating immersive, interactive, and animated Web  site design, and Flash Web Design teaches you to  use it to its full potential. The book is broken into two sections: The  Essentials and Case Studies. The Essentials section covers the basics of Flash  production, illuminating how and why Flash works. The second section is a series  of case studies and deconstructions based on projects and problems the author  has faced with his clients. Each of these case studies begins by getting the  reader to think about the processes and ideas behind specific designs. Flash Web Design is geared toward professional Web  designers and content creators who want to make their site stand out from the  typical noise of the Web. This book assumes readers have some experience with  Web design and animation, but it does not assume previous work with Flash.
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Abdominal, An Issue of Ultrasound Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Radiology)Saunders, 2008

	Ultrasound plays an important role in imaging the abdomen. It can provide quick, life-saving information to the physician. Reviewed in this issue are topics such as imaging of abdominal pain in children, acute abdomen in adults, the aorta, biliary and pancreas, and mesentery. The liver is covered with separate articles on transplants,...


		

The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Information TechnologyPraeger Publishers, 2008
Software. Hardware. Networks. Wireless. Entrepreneurs face a bewildering array of choices and decisions when it comes to incorporating technology into the fabric of their businesses. Yet nothing could be more important these days. Aligning information technology (IT) with business strategy is essential to meet and beat the competition. As business...

		

Practical Guide to Low Voltage DirectiveNewnes, 1998
Compliance with the Low Voltage Directive (LVD) is now essential for CE marking.  Products cannot leave your firm without it.  This book provides essential and informative reading for company directors, engineers, designers and students designing, manufacturing or studying the design of electrical products covered by the Low Voltage Directive....




	

Your Money: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	Keeping your financial house in order is more important than ever. But how do you deal with expenses, debt, taxes, and retirement without getting overwhelmed? This book points the way. It's filled with the kind of practical guidance and sound insights that makes J.D. Roth's GetRichSlowly.org a critically acclaimed source of...


		

Building Internet FirewallsO'Reilly, 1995

	More than a million systems are now connected to the Internet, and something like 15 million people in 100 countries on all seven continents use Internet services. More than 100 million email messages are exchanged each day, along with countless files, documents, and audio and video images.Everyone is jumping on the Internet bandwagon. Once a...


		

Make Talent Your Business: How Exceptional Managers Develop People While Getting Results (Bk Business)Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2011

	
		Despite considerable investment in resources and tools, many managers and their companies struggle to get the level of talent they truly require. Make Talent Your Business gets to the heart of the matter: Managers themselves are in the best position to help people learn from experience (the uncontested major source of...
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